Abstract: E-commerce database and web servers are distinguished for accessing large indexed data sets. The paper proposes a novel approach for exploiting the graphical resources of a commodity PC, transforming the graphics pipeline (GPU) into an indirection engine for a fast retrieval of indexed data. We show how a GeForce FX graphics card can make use of vertices, textures and colours to solve up to six nested indexed lookups entirely in hardware, achieving a performance gain of up to 400% vs. a Pentium 4 processor with five times higher clock frequency. As they are evolving, GPUs are converting into general-purpose processors willing to cooperate with the CPU for a fast joint execution. Our results demonstrate the efficiency of the graphics processor for accessing indexed information, suggesting its extensive use in web servers, relational databases and XML systems, where multiple queries can run simultaneously on both processors. Keywords: web servers; database systems; information retrieval; indexed data accessing; streaming computation; graphics processing; OpenGL.
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Introduction
The programmability and performance of modern graphics processors (GPUs) have increased at such a rapid pace that they are already capable of outperforming current CPUs in some compute intensive applications. This way, modern GPUs are transforming into powerful stream processors (Kapasi et al., 2003; Stephen, 1997) : They accept an input stream (vertex attributes), transform it through a sequence of kernels or shaders (vertex program, fragment program, texture operators), and return an output stream (rasterised pixels), which is written into the frame buffer. Using GPUs for general-purpose computation entails disguising input data as vertex attributes, large data structures as textures, instructions as kernels, and final results as portions of video memory.
All these elements can be accessed by programmers using APIs such as OpenGL (http://www.opengl.org) or DirectX (http://www.microsoft.com/windows/directx). They just have to forget the traditional programming paradigm and focus on the data flow (the stream). Basically, each building block of a program constitutes a stream of vertices, whose geometry is defined according to existing loops and conditionals in the block for the kernels to compute only the desired elements. Multipass rendering executes the blocks sequentially, with the frame buffer and textures memory being used for the communication between consecutive blocks. Table 1 shows a list of GPU-CPU equivalencies extracted from our experience when implementing codes on the graphics processor. Overall, graphics units are used for different purposes they are intended to, and our goal is to identify those valuable resources for irregular computation, which can lead to a performance gain on the GPU.
Our work compares the execution time taken by the GPU against that of the CPU to contrast raw computational power on both processors. In web servers, however, the GPU plays the role of a cooperator more than a rival to the CPU: Multiple queries will be received by the whole system, and a high-level scheduler can make use of executeAsync( ) calls to exploit task parallelism and resolve simultaneous queries within the system. This way, the graphics subsystem of the server, normally underused, becomes a second retrieval unit within the server.
Table 1
The GPU abstraction basics for a general-purpose programmer. Restrictions apply depending on the features of a particular graphics architecture The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 outlines the graphics pipeline from a general-purpose perspective. Section 3 describes our benchmark and shows how to solve nested indirections on the graphics hardware. Section 4 presents the experimental numbers and discusses performance issues on the GPU. We end with Sections 5 and 6 with some related work and the conclusions we draw from this work.
The graphics pipeline
Typical GPUs as of 2004 are the ATI Radeon 9800 and the NVIDIA GeForce FX 5900. Such processors are endowed with more than 100 million transistors running roughly at 500 MHz. They consist of two programmable processors: The vertex and the pixel shader (see Figure 1 ). The vertex programming architecture has inherently been more general and programmable, making it more naturally suited for general-purpose computation, though recent advances on shading languages have focused on the pixel side as well. In 2001, the texture units were enhanced to contain a chain of shaders, each accepting as texture coordinates the output of a previous shader (see Figure 2 ). This transforms the GPU into an indirection engine, which can solve entirely in hardware accesses of up to six nested indirect arrays: One for vertex indexing, up to four for textures lookup, and an additional one for an indexed colour table. 
Data locality
For the streaming model to achieve a strong data locality in information retrieval systems with nested indexed tables, each query is translated as it passes through the stream into the next indexing level. This requires to store each data at the appropriate stage of the graphics pipeline:
• Input tables. They can be classified into two types:
• All tables sharing a common access pattern are defined as vertex attributes, which guarantees their elements travel together through the whole stream, and will be jointly available at any stage of the graphics pipeline.
• Those tables having a different access pattern are stored on textures (there are ID, 2D and 3D textures), with the indices being sent in the stream architecture as texture coordinates. They await in the final stages of the graphics pipeline to be accessed.
• Output results. The frame buffer is used to store the values obtained at the end of the graphics pipeline as result of the input query, just the same way resulting pixels contribute to compose the graphics scene on screen given an input geometry.
Other areas from video memory can be used as well, and certain areas might be sent back to the main memory when necessary for the CPU to assist performing subsequent operations.
Operators available
The GPU architecture is devoted to those operators typically involved in graphics hardware. Those of particular interests in general-purpose computing are:
• on the vertex shader: simple vector-vector and matrix-vector lineal algebra operators, as required by translations and rotations in space coordinates
• on the pixel shader: products of up to three elements are directly performed on hardware between the RGB components for the input colour attribute and the corresponding output coming from a texture
• on register combiners and blending functions: accumulative operations for all input vertices matching the same pixel on screen are performed over the frame buffer, using blending functions when adding, and register combiners when subtracting.
When an algorithm is more demanding with operators, shaders can always be programmed to extend the GPU functionality to fit our needs. However, for the examples we have run in this paper, we always manage not to program any shader, which allows us to complete all indexed information accesses in a single rendering pass, leading to a high-performance execution.
Accessing indexed information through the GPU
In order to model indexed information in codes running on processors, we use arrays accessed through indirections, that is, access patterns contain at least one array being used as index to the one containing the actual data, namely Value (Index(I)). Such operations pose challenging issues for high performance, since they lack data locality and the cache memory is underused. Given this scenario, we have found GPUs very compelling for overcoming such difficulties. For illustrating our techniques, we focus the paper on problems typically dealing with indirections. A cluster of well-known examples of this kind are sparse matrix applications, where indirections are a direct consequence of the data structures used for storing non-zeros in compressed formats. Numerous storage formats have been proposed in the sparse matrix literature (Barret et al., 1994) ; for our work, we have considered the CRS (Compressed Row Storage) format, which does not impose any restriction for the placement of non-zeros onto the 2D space. Figure 3 shows how the matrix is stored using this format. A vector, Data, stores the non-zero values of the matrix in a row-major order. Another vector, called Column, stores the column index for each non-zero, while a third vector, Row, marks the beginning of each row in the previous two vectors. The matrix can thus be traversed using two loops: The inner one iterating over the non-zero elements within a row, and the outer sweeping over the matrix rows. This is the case of the sparse matrix-vector multiply algorithm (SpMxV) also depicted in Figure 3 . 
Mapping indirections onto the GPU
For the SpMxV code, we map data structures onto the GPU as follows:
• X. We start loading the elements in vector X on a texture. We can choose a 1D, 2D or 3D texture. We tried all three in our experiments, deciding in favour of a 2D texture, which was slightly faster.
• Y. We reserve a chunk of the frame buffer for the solution vector, Y, where we will get the results at the end of the streaming execution.
• Data. Each non-zero is a vertex, which carries with it the Data value in its colour attribute to be multiplied by the X values accessed through (s,r) texture coordinates.
• Row. It is implicitly hidden within the vertex locations defined to merge results onto the frame buffer. Geometry can implement an access pattern in which Row is used as an indirection itself. In general, all indirections that are created with an index array being referenced in loop boundaries can be handled this way.
• Column. This is the actual indirection in the SpMxV problem, and can be solved within the GPU in three different ways:
• Column values are indices to vertices whose texture coordinates point to texture X.
• Column values are directly used as texture coordinates in the attributes belonging to each vertex. This replicates coordinates for each vertex accessing the same X element, but benefits from a straightforward processing.
• X values are placed into the Colour table, indexed by colour indices travelling the pipeline as Column(I).
All these methods are later compared in our experimental section (see Table 5 ).
Solving multiple indirections
Once arrays are mapped to the stream processor, multiple indirections can be solved in a straightforward way. Let us suppose that we use the content of a sparse matrix as index to another one, and yet this to access a third one. Sparse structures handling this problem will be accessed through a pattern with six levels of indirection (see Figure 4) , which can also model for our purposes the way databases access information internally through multiple indexed tables. Solving this problem gives us the opportunity for testing the real power of the GPU when it comes to solve indirections. Figure 2 describes how to map each of these indirections onto the graphics pipeline.
Figure 4 Example of a six-level indirection pattern, where we have used three sparse matrices for modelling it. The problem represents the way large databases use multiple indexing tables for fast data retrieval. All indirections can be implemented directly on hardware using a GeForce graphics card
Textures
The easiest way to proceed here is to use the NV_texture_shader OpenGL extension to configure texture shaders so that a texture output is the input to the next stage in the texture chain (see Figure 2) . Without noticing it, since 2001 the streaming architecture implemented on GPUs has provided a powerful mechanism entirely on hardware to compute up to four levels of indirection, and this number is expected to grow in the near-term future.
We have still identified two other resources for solving indirections in the GPU: Vextex indices and colour tables.
Using vertices
Vertex indexing is a feature that OpenGL provides to define a sequence of vertices that are repeated consistently through the geometric primitives. For example, let us suppose that we want to draw a cube by providing the pair of points defining its 12 edges. The whole list includes 24 points, but the cube only has eight vertices. To avoid redundancy, we can use an OpenGL call to define those eight vertices, and then provide 24 indices to them to draw the 12 edges.
This kind of mechanism can also be applied to database indexed information when data redundancy in register contents predominates. The volume of information required to send to the GPU is substantially reduced, and since this is an architecture bandwidth limited, the effect on performance is noticeable.
Using colours
Colour indexing is a flexible method the graphics processor uses in its final rendering step for applying a palette (a particular set of colours) to the output provided from a specific texture. In OpenGL, it allows you to supply an array with colours (up to four components per element, corresponding to RGB A intensities) and another one with indices, which are addressed from the texture output for representing the corresponding pixel on the screen. This simple mechanism allows us to solve another level of indirection directly through the GPU hardware, by defining the vector indirectly accessed as the palette and their indices as the output from the previous stage, normally coming from a texture. The location of colour tables in the graphics pipeline imposes this mechanism to be applied only to the outer indirection, in the same way that vertex indexing can be used only with the inner indirection (see Figure 2 for an example).
Experimental results

Hardware and software resources
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques, we have conducted a number of experiments on a regular PC. See Table 2 for hardware features. On the software side, we use OpenGL 1.4 to map the graphics elements onto the GPU, as well as the Cg language when occasionally programming the vertex and pixel shaders. For the codes on the CPU, we use Visual C++ 6.0 under Windows XP. In order for our codes to be optimised, we used some recent OpenGL extensions, in particular:
• ARB_vertex_buffer_object on the vertex shader (February 2003) allowed us an efficient use of video memory for vertices and colours, dropping the time for loading the data structures. Without this extension, OpenGL keeps graphics information in main memory, from where the retrieval time is very costly (see results in Figure 4 ).
• NV_texture_shader (July, 2003) makes it possible to tune the four texture shaders to our particular needs, basically assigning the output of a texture as input to the next texture in the shader, which results in a chain of four nested textures. Thinking of textures as indexed tables, we can map into hardware a four-level indexed query.
• EXT_paletted_textured (June, 1997) establishes a colour palette for a particular texture. When applied to the final texture, this palette may act as an additional indexed table.
The input data set
As input to our benchmark, we select three matrices from the Harwell-Boeing Sparse Matrix Collection (Duff et al., 1992) , where they are stored in Compressed Row Storage (CRS) format to force indirections. All three matrices have very different sizes to roughly correspond to a small, medium and large data set. See Table 3 for more details. Table 3 Our input data set. Matrices were taken from the Harwell-Boeing collection, where they are represented in CRS format. The size of the data structures required on the GPU to host data and the loading time from the CPU are also shown Each of the matrices is then used as A, B and C simultaneously according to Figure 4 , just making a random offset in the column indirection of B and C respect to A. This ensures that values accessed are randomly distributed throughout information tables while keeping the same information domain and range.
The benchmark for queries
We run a kernel composed of six nested indirections to execute queries based on the access pattern depicted in Figure 3 . Major changes with respect to the SpMxV algorithm are to substitute the X access for the Data value of a sparse matrix, which is accessed through other two. Such access pattern pretends to model queries to large relational databases where tables are binded by keyword fields. All indirections were implemented in hardware as shown in Figure 2 . We find here two major differences compared to the SpMxV case: Texture shaders and colour table. The texture shaders were configured as a set of nested textures, each being used as coordinates for the subsequent stage. The first indirection (RowA) is solved with the geometry definition, and the second one (ColumnA) does it using vertex indexing. RowB, ColumnB, RowC and ColumnC are stored as textures 0, 1, 2 and 3, all padded with zeros to fulfill power of two dimensions. Final values, which actually are those in the DataC vector, are stored in the colour table using the EXT_paletted_textured OpenGL extension (this allocation might find space problems on certain GPU architectures).
The corresponding CPU implementation allocates three different vectors (tables) for each of the matrices, and performs the computation on a couple of nested loops traversing i and j for every Value ( … (RowA(i) + j)) access.
Empirical numbers
The execution times for our benchmark are shown in Table 4 . Even though the GPU clock frequency is five times slower, GPU execution time outperforms CPU by almost 300% in the best-case scenario, This points to the fast memory access in the GPU as the key responsible of the gain, which is a major issue in databases and web servers. We outline the results obtained when allocating data on main memory instead of video memory from the GPU perspective to highlight how important it is for a streaming execution model to keep data within the graphics card limits. We may think that main memory plays for the GPU a similar role than the disk for a CPU, even though GPUs try to synchronise all memory accesses and avoid any kind of NUMA or hierarchical system.
Loading times into the GPU are also shown in Table 3 for each of the input matrices. Loading time for vertices include the task of filling the sending buffer to the GPU with the corresponding CPU data structures in an interleaved way. The size of this buffer is eight times the number of queries performed, since we have (s, r) texture coordinates (r, g, b) , colours and (x, y, z) position for every query, and in our particular case, exactly one query is performed for each matrix non-zero.
Finally, we compare in Table 5 the time spent to perform a single query on each of the three mechanisms we have provided for accessing indexed tables. This result reflects the colour table as a clear winner, though it can be used only in the final indexed access. In this respect, textures become the most versatile method, also being capable of hosting much larger table sizes. 
Related work
We are not aware of any previous approach using the GPU for accessing indexed information, and some work involving database information using graphics processors is in a paper yet to be disclosed (Govindaraju et al., 2004) . More general-purpose algorithms have been recently implemented on graphics processors 1 (http://www.gpgpu.org), sometimes with outstanding speed-up vs. their CPU counterparts. Among these applications, we find volume segmentation (10-20 times faster) (Sherbondy et al., 2003) , surface deformation (10-15 factor) (Lefohn et al., 2003) , motion planning, non-linear diffusion and multigrid solvers (3x) (Goodnight et al., 2003) .
Within the linear algebra field, the first implementation on a modern GPU was developed by Larsen and McAllister (2001) on a GeForce 3 (2001), where they managed to run a dense 1024 × 1024 matrix-matrix multiply in 546 milliseconds. Several other implementations have followed for sparse matrices in 2003 (Bolz et al., 2003; Kruger and Westermann, 2003) with better results compared to a similar GPU. However, these implementations program shaders and perform multirendering passes for a single indirection resolution, trying to address GPU algorithms in a CPU-like manner, which is far from seeing the GPU as an indirection engine.
Conclusions
The paper presents new methods for accessing large indexed data sets through the graphics pipeline, showing how a streaming execution model can cooperate for an efficient data retrieval jointly with the CPU. This way, the graphics subsystem of a server, normally underused, can be transformed into a second retrieval unit for accessing this type of information with an outstanding performance gain.
Our work emphasises the efficient resolution of indirect array accessing. We transform complex access patterns into series of direct texture references where all data are locally referenced and directly mapped to the GPU hardware. To illustrate these techniques, we have implemented a six-level indirection problem on a GeForce FX, obtaining an executable that runs three times faster than on a counterpart CPU with five times higher frequency.
Driven by the game industry, future graphics cards are expected to increase the number of texture units, allowing us to go even further in the nested retrieval of indexed information. And current restrictions when programming shaders will also be relaxed so that virtually any set of queries can be mapped onto the graphics hardware.
